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Identifying new catalyst materials for complex reactions such as the electrochemical reduction of
CO2 poses substantial instrumentation challenges due to the need to integrate reactor control with
electrochemical and analytical instrumentation. Performing accelerated screening to enable explo-
ration of a broad span of catalyst materials poses additional challenges due to the long time scales
associated with accumulation of reaction products and the detection of the reaction products with tradi-
tional separation-based analytical methods. The catalyst screening techniques that have been reported
for combinatorial studies of (photo)electrocatalysts do not meet the needs of CO2 reduction catalyst
research, prompting our development of a new electrochemical cell design and its integration to gas
and liquid chromatography instruments. To enable rapid chromatography measurements while main-
taining sensitivity to minor products, the electrochemical cell features low electrolyte and head space
volumes compared to the catalyst surface area. Additionally, the cell is operated as a batch reactor
with electrolyte recirculation to rapidly concentrate reaction products, which serves the present needs
for rapidly detecting minor products and has additional implications for enabling product separations
in industrial CO2 electrolysis systems. To maintain near-saturation of CO2 in aqueous electrolytes,
we employ electrolyte nebulization through a CO2-rich headspace, achieving similar gas-liquid equi-
libration as vigorous CO2 bubbling but without gas flow. The instrument is demonstrated with a series
of electrochemical experiments on an Au-Pd combinatorial library, revealing non-monotonic varia-
tions in product distribution with respect to catalyst composition. The highly integrated analytical
electrochemistry system is engineered to enable automation for rapid catalyst screening as well as
deployment for a broad range of electrochemical reactions where product distribution is critical to the
assessment of catalyst performance. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5049704

I. INTRODUCTION

Extensive resources have been allocated toward determin-
ing the feasibility of devices that create or convert solar or
electrical energy into chemicals for efficient storage, trans-
port, and on-demand use. Solar fuel generators are one such
promising technology which utilize sunlight to drive electro-
chemical reactions to convert inexpensive and readily avail-
able feedstocks into fuels.1,2 CO2 reduction to compress-
ible and/or liquid fuels is particularly attractive, yet solar
or electrochemical generation of carbon-containing fuels has
been hindered by poor efficiency and selectivity of the cat-
alysts reported to date, prompting the need to search for
new catalysts.3–7 Here we present a material characterization
instrument designed to quantitatively evaluate the efficiency
and selectivity of novel catalysts for the direct conversion
of carbon dioxide into transportation fuels under condi-
tions commensurate with commercially viable solar fuel
generators.

Combinatorial techniques are particularly well suited for
carrying out catalyst searches in a basic research setting,
as mapping the composition-structure-performance relation-
ship of catalytic materials provides fundamental insights into
their function.8–10 Just as a catalyst’s performance specifica-
tions will differ from application to application, so will the
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instruments and techniques used to characterize the catalyst for
its intended purpose. Catalyst characterization ideally involves
operation of the catalyst in conditions relevant to the desired
application, with subsequent transport of the liquid and/or
gaseous products to an analytical instrument for identification
and quantification of reaction products. These methods are
defined by and are unique to the desired application, yet three
primary components are common to electrocatalyst screening:
an electrochemical reaction vessel, a sampling mechanism,
and an analytical tool. In general, the depth of information pro-
vided by the analytical tool is inversely related to the breadth
of samples probed per unit time; e.g., speed vs. accuracy
trade-offs are common, motivating design of high through-
put screening techniques that strike the appropriate balance
for accelerating catalyst discovery.

Traditional H-style cells are the most common reaction
vessels for electrocatalyst screening because of their pen-
chant for enabling highly detailed and precise characteriza-
tion. An H-cell typically consists of two gas-tight compart-
ments separated by an ion exchange membrane: the cathodic
and anodic compartments. In some configurations, carrier
gas is continuously delivered into the cathodic compartment
and the effluent stream is vented directly into a gas phase
analysis instrument. In others, the batch catholyte is sam-
pled by using a syringe at regular intervals or at the end
of the experiment for accumulated liquid product analysis.
The analytical instrument used for H-cell characterization is
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dependent on the reaction products of interest. Gas Chro-
matography (GC) is most commonly used to analyze a wide
range of permanent gas/organics/hydrocarbons with a rea-
sonable analysis time (3-60 min/sample).11–13 Other analyt-
ical instruments including High Performance Liquid Chro-
matography (HPLC),14,15 nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy,11 ion chromatography,16 and ultraviolet–visible
(UV-Vis) spectroscopy17 were reported for liquid phase anal-
ysis with sample throughput rates commonly reported at <10
samples/day.

Kuhl et al.3 recently developed a reaction vessel based
on large planar electrodes with small electrolyte volume to
accelerate concentration of products and enable detailed ana-
lytical chemistry information for the CO2 reduction reaction
(CO2RR). By combining online GC for gas phase and ex-situ
NMR for liquid phase analysis, they were able to discover new
reaction products with extremely low partial current density
(i.e.,<0.01 mA/cm2) over copper catalysts. With both this type
of cell design and H-type cells coupled with analytical devices,
the cell design and operation are typically focused on providing
in-depth analytical information regarding product distribution
with the breadth of samples investigated limited by the long
time product accumulation and slow product analysis.11

Differential electrochemical mass spectrometry (DEMS)
is an analytical technique that combines an electrochemical
reactor with a mass spectrometer.18–20 It has been widely
utilized to provide “real-time” detection of electrochemical
reactants/products/intermediates. However, common issues
associated with DEMS include the need for extensive electrode
preparation,21 the influence of mass transport at the working
electrode surface, and a complicated cell configuration.22,23

Online electrochemical mass spectrometry (OLEMS) limits
the impact of these issues while retaining the advantage of
real-time detection. OLEMS features an MS inlet which con-
sists of a tiny capillary tip covered24 or embedded with a PTFE
membrane.25 This tip inlet is placed near the working electrode
(10-50 µm) to implement direct sampling of the reaction
surface. Capillary inlets are also employed to create multi-
electrode scanning DEMS (SDEMS) cells for investigating
electrode arrays/libraries of different types and composi-
tions;26,27 however, depending on the position the capillary
inlet is placed (i.e., how close it is to the electrode surface),
OLEMS and SDEMS will only “locally” sample reaction prod-
ucts and create an opportunity for the analytical instrument’s
response to be poorly representative of the global electrocat-
alyst performance. This type of localized product detection
can be particularly troublesome for characterizing CO2RR
catalysts due to the importance of product selectivity and the
possibility that the product distribution varies over the working
electrode (WE) area.

A variety of scanning flow-cells have been developed to
enable the rapid collection of electrochemical information for
the characterization of both discrete28 and continuous29 com-
position libraries. Klemm et al.30 further studied corrosion
processes by characterizing material dissolution via a scan-
ning flow cell (SFC) coupled to inductively coupled plasma
mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), enabling a throughput of ∼102

samples per day. Their SFC was later coupled to OLEMS
for characterization of volatile reaction products.31 Using this

approach, they demonstrated semi-quantitative evaluation of
the electrochemical production rate of hydrogen and some
CO2RR products on polycrystalline copper surfaces, with sam-
ple throughput limited by the recovery time of the analytical
tool and Faradaic efficiency (FE) quantification limited by the
use of mass spectroscopy instead of separation-based detec-
tion. The authors further note concerns with electrochemical
conditions and collection efficiency in the OLEMS-coupled
device, including the issue noted above that only a small frac-
tion of the electrode area is sensed by using the analytical
probe.32 To address these concerns, Clark et al.32 designed a
DEMS cell to fully quantify all reaction products from CO2RR
analytically. It is an excellent tool for a detailed study of
select catalysts, but similar to several cells noted above, it is
not amenable for broader catalyst screening due to resource
intensive electrode preparation. To complement this suite of
existing electrocatalyst characterization platforms, we devel-
oped a high throughput screening instrument that maintains
excellent control over reactor operation and analytical char-
acterization of reaction products with the following design
criteria related to CO2RR catalyst screening: (1) rapid quantifi-
cation of typical CO2RR products with a FE detectability limit
of approximately 1%; (2) accelerated measurement throughput
by coupling electrochemical and analytical chemistry methods
with comparable operation time scales; and (3) mitigation of
variations in mass transport and electric potentials across the
working electrode surface to facilitate translation from cata-
lyst screening to device implementation. Details of experiment
operation are included in Sec. II with the design, operation,
and demonstration of the CO2RR catalyst screening system
described in Sec. III.

II. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Pd-Au thin film catalyst synthesis

To demonstrate the operation of the high-throughput ana-
lytical electrochemistry system, a Pd-Au composition spread
library was fabricated using DC magnetron co-sputtering of
Pd and Au metal targets at 6 mTorr Ar pressure onto a
100 mm-diameter Si wafer with an approximately 170 nm SiO2

diffusion barrier, using a previously described sputter system
with 10−5 Pa base pressure.33 The composition gradients in the
co-sputtered continuous composition spreads were attained by
positioning the deposition sources in a non-confocal geometry.
The deposition proceeded for 15 min with the power on the Pd
and Au sources at 50 and 54 W, respectively, with no additional
substrate heating. Similar depositions of pure Pd and pure Au
films were performed using each sputter source individually,
providing the pure element compositions of the Pd-Au com-
binatorial spread. After deposition, the films were stored in
a nitrogen purge box to mitigate oxidation or contamination
from air exposure.

B. Product detection

The gas chromatography (GC, Thermo Scientific�
TRACE� 1300) is equipped with a capillary TG-BONDQ
column and a capillary CarboPLOT column. The former col-
umn is connected with a split/splitless injector (SSL) and a
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flame ionization detector (FID) as the front GC route. With
helium as carrier gas (2 SCCM), this route is applied to ana-
lyze methane, ethane, ethylene, higher hydrocarbons up to C4,
and liquid products including methanol, acetaldehyde, ethanol,
propionaldehyde, acetone, 2-propanol, allyl alcohol, and
1-propanol (the order of liquid product is based on the reten-
tion time). The latter column is connected with another SSL
and a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) as the rear GC
route. With argon as carrier gas (20 SCCM), this route can
analyze hydrogen, air, carbon monoxide, and carbon diox-
ide. An earlier configuration, which was used in the present
work for experiments with Cu foil, used a TG-BONDQ column
(instead of CarboPLOT) for the rear route with helium carrier
gas at 2 SCCM to detect carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide;
this configuration was not used in Pd-Au experiments due to
the insensitivity to H2. Prior to a day’s experiments, GC gas
phase calibration is conducted by purging the cell with calibra-
tion gas and performing the following procedure to simulate
operational sampling and injection.

At the end of each electrolysis, the gaseous products con-
centrated in the cell headspace are sampled by using a robotic
sample handling system (RSHS, CTC Analytics) and injected
into front and rear injectors in a serial fashion. Each gaseous
sample aliquot, one for the front and one for the rear injector,
is 500 µL. The oven temperature was held at 110 ◦C for both
GC routes. The duration for separation is 10 min. The liquid
catholyte is subsequently sampled (0.8 µL) and injected into
the front GC route (helium as carrier gas with a flow rate of 2
SCCM) with the oven held at 150 ◦C. The duration for sepa-
ration is 8 min. A liner with glass wool is located in the GC
injector to trap the salt injected, so only the evaporated liq-
uid can enter the GC column for separation. Furthermore, the
amount of salt in each injection is as small as 0.01 mg per injec-
tion (i.e., calculated by the concentration of bicarbonate used
in this study), enabling hundreds of injections before cleaning
or replacement. For Cu experiments, the gas sample aliquot is
250 µL for the front injector and 100 µL for the rear injector.
The liquid sample aliquot is 0.8 µL for the front GC injector.
The temperature program was identical for both gas and liquid
analysis: it was held at 60 ◦C for 2 min, ramped at 90 ◦C/min
to 150 ◦C and held for 3 min, and finally ramped at 50 ◦C/min
to 200 ◦C and held for 2 min.

Liquid products are also analyzed via 10 µL catholyte
injections into a HPLC (Thermo Scientific UltiMate 3000),
equipped with an Aminex HPX 87H column (Bio-Rad) and
RefractoMax 521 Refractive Index (RI) detector (Thermo Sci-
entific). The 30 min separation proceeds at an oven temperature
of 60 ◦C with 0.6 mL/min flow of 1 mM H2SO4 as eluent.
The HPLC was calibrated for formic acid, acetic acid, oxalic
acid, glyoxal, glycolaldehyde, ethanol, and propanol. The RI
detection method provides reasonable detection limits for all of
these products, although research focused on a subset of these
products may benefit from a different or additional detection
technique, such as ultraviolet absorption or mass spectrometry.

C. Electrochemistry

Electrolysis was carried out with a Gamry Reference
600TM potentiostat. All electrochemical data were collected

using a Ag/AgCl reference electrode (LF2, Innovative Instru-
ments) and converted to a reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE)
scale using the measured solution pH. The uncompensated
solution resistance was measured by performing electrochem-
ical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) in the frequency range of
100 Hz–500 kHz with an amplitude of 10 mV at the open
circuit potential of a Pt-Pt working electrode-counter elec-
trode system. The uncompensated resistance, Ru, was mea-
sured by using a Nyquist plot of the EIS spectra and was
found to be 72 Ω. Prior to the electrolysis, the electrolyte
(0.08 M KHCO3 + 0.02 M CsHCO3) [potassium bicarbonate
(>=99.95% trace metals basis), cesium bicarbonate (99.9%,
Sigma Aldrich)] was purged with CO2 (99.999%, Airgas) for
at least 30 min. Cesium bicarbonate was added to the elec-
trolyte due to cation size playing a significant role in CO2RR,
i.e., small cations favor hydrogen evolution reaction (HER),
whereas large cations, e.g., Cs+, favor CO2RR and suppress
HER.34 A bipolar membrane (Fumasep® FBM single film,
Fumatech) was used to separate the working and counter elec-
trodes. Platinum wire (99.9%, Sigma Aldrich) was used as the
counter electrode. The surface area of the counter electrode
was about 0.25 cm2, while the working electrode surface area
was 0.32 cm2.

Hydrogen intercalation is a well-known phenomenon for
Pd and its alloys;35 therefore, 1 min chronopotentiometry
(CP) at −3 mA/cm2 was performed until hydrogen interca-
lation reached equilibrium for Pd containing catalysts. For
each composition of the library, 4 sequential electrolyses were
performed: (a) 15 min CP at −3 mA/cm2, (b) 15 min CP at
−1 mA/cm2, (c) 4.5 min CP at−10 mA/cm2, and (d) 15 min CP
at −3 mA/cm2. The final electrolysis is a duplicate of the first
to assess any drift in catalyst performance and/or instrumen-
tation during the sequence of electrolyses. At the end of each
electrolysis, gaseous and liquid products were sampled by the
RSHS and analyzed by GC (liquid and gaseous product) and
HPLC (liquid product). The cell and all solution handling lines
are purged with fresh electrolyte and CO2 between electrolyses
to avoid cross-contamination.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. High throughput analytical electrochemistry
(HT-ANEC) instrumentation

While rapidly quantifying all major gaseous and liquid
products is key to identifying good catalysts, quantifying
minor products can provide additional insight into the funda-
mental reaction mechanisms taking place,3 and a high through-
put instrument therefore demands a compromise between
analytical precision and sample throughput. The configura-
tion of the HT-ANEC system is illustrated in Fig. 1, where
the hardware integration is designed to also enable software
integration. The HT-ANEC software platform is under devel-
opment and is beyond the scope of the present report focus-
ing on the instrument’s analytical capabilities and physical
operation. A key design principle for high throughput oper-
ation is the establishment of commensurate time scales for
both electrochemistry and analytical chemistry to eliminate
periods of non-operation that create operational bottlenecks.
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FIG. 1. HT-ANEC schematic showing analytical instrumentation integrated via robotic solution handling to the electrochemical reactor (“REC Cell”). Integrated
operation involves sealing the REC cell to the substrate and then performing an electrolysis on a target sample, during which all products are contained within the
electrolyte recirculation chamber. Upon completion of the electrolysis, the RSH physically samples the REC cell via syringe penetration of a rubber septum. The
liquid, or gaseous, samples are finally transported to their respective analytical instrumentation for analysis via the Chromeleon chromatography data system.

As described below, the 10.5 min duration of the GC sepa-
rations guided the design of an electrochemical reactor that,
within a few minutes, provides CO2RR product concentrations
which meet the desired ∼1% FE detectability limits.

B. Recirculating electrochemical cell (REC)
design and operation

Electrolysis efficiency and product selectivity from the
electrochemical reduction of CO2 to valuable fuels have been
shown to depend highly on the system level design of the vessel
used for the reaction. Weekes et al.36 concluded that flow-cell
style reactors are more amenable to commercial applications
than traditional H-cell style reactors due to commensurate
mass transport and should be considered when designing test-
ing platforms for electrocatalytic materials. Furthermore, Kuhl
et al.3 have shown that the product efficiency and selectivity of
CO2RR on Cu are highly dependent on the applied potential
and that the working and counter electrodes should be placed
in a parallel geometry to minimize the electric potential varia-
tion across the catalyst surface. Ion exchange membranes that
separate the catholyte and anolyte chambers also mitigate par-
asitic reactions from taking place, in particular, oxidation of
CO2RR products at the counter electrode and oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR) at the working electrode.

Traditional CO2RR reactor designs ensure sufficient CO2

delivery to the electrode surface by rapidly bubbling gaseous
CO2 through the electrolyte; however, dilution of reaction
products with electrolyte or headspace flow poses challenges
for analytical chemistry. This prompts the design of a recircu-
lating cell that recycles the electrolyte while maintaining rapid

solution flow over the WE. Nebulizing, or spraying, drops of
solution in a sealed gaseous headspace introduces liquid-gas
interfaces similar to that of bubbling the gas in a liquid elec-
trolyte. This “reverse bubbling” action allows for enrichment
of the CO2 depleted catholyte stream with a fixed headspace, as
opposed to traditional bubbling approaches where rapid flow of
gaseous CO2 dilutes the effluent CO2RR products. This recir-
culation approach further decreases the electrolysis time nec-
essary to produce product concentrations necessary for product
detection by rapid accumulation in a fixed-volume headspace.
A custom recirculating electrochemical cell (REC), and the
necessary solution handling to automate reactor operation, was
developed to incorporate these design aspects and is shown
in Fig. 2. This design allows variation of the headspace vol-
ume, electrolyte volume, and electrode area to suite specific
research needs, with this implementation of REC using 3 mL,
1 mL, and 0.32 cm2, respectively. The surface to volume ratios
ultimately determine throughput due to the need to produce
concentrated reaction products for rapid quantification, and
the headspace volume places a limit on maximum electrolysis
time, as described in detail below.

The three component reaction vessel, which consists of
the working electrode (WE) chamber, the counter electrode
(CE) chamber, and the electrolyte recirculation chamber, is
machined from polyether ether ketone (PEEK) and is sealed
with Viton O-rings. The working electrode chamber seals to
the catalyst on one side and an ion exchange membrane on the
opposing side. The same ion exchange membrane is simulta-
neously sealed to the CE chamber opposite the WE chamber
and ensures that the catholyte and anolyte are segregated dur-
ing experimentation. The CE is positioned parallel and in
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FIG. 2. Recirculating Electrolysis Cell (REC) reactor
for controlled CO2RR experimentation. The catholyte is
highlighted in blue and is recirculated with the pump
P1 from the working electrode chamber to the elec-
trolyte recirculation chamber, which contains the static
headspace and sufficient electrolyte to enable syringe
sampling for product analysis through the noted septum-
sealed syringe insertion point. The anolyte is recirculated
with the pump P2, but with no need for product detection
from this chamber, the solution reservoir is not sealed and
is bubbled with CO2.

close proximity to the membrane, without making contact,
approximately 6 mm from the working electrode. A peristaltic
pump ensures that any gas products, for example, evolved
oxygen from the anodic CE reaction, are evacuated from the
CE chamber by recirculation with a larger external reservoir
continuously sparged with CO2.

The WE chamber is further coupled to an electrolyte
recirculation chamber to mitigate variations in the electrolyte
composition during operation. A reference electrode resides in
the electrolyte recirculation chamber and enables 3-electrode
measurements to be made via the conductive solution recircu-
lation pathway that connects to the WE chamber. As noted
previously, commercially viable solar fuel generators will
likely take advantage of flowing-electrolyte paradigms in order
to manage feedstock CO2 concentrations and to concentrate
products that accumulate at the catalyst surface to enable eco-
nomical separation of desirable products. With this motivation,
during the execution of an electrochemical profile, a peristaltic
pump directs the catholyte from the electrolyte recirculation
chamber to the working electrode surface, then from the work-
ing electrode surface to the membrane to achieve reliable
wetting/contact, and finally back to the electrolyte recircu-
lation chamber where the gaseous products are concentrated.
The return pathway to the recirculation chamber terminates
in a micro-capillary tube of inner diameter 0.2 mm which
is perpendicular to a planar feature machined into the body
of the electrolyte recirculation chamber. The capillary tubing
and planar feature effectively nebulize the catholyte stream
into the ∼1 atm CO2 headspace of the electrolyte recircu-
lation chamber to restore CO2 in the electrolyte following
the CO2RR in the WE chamber and to evaporate gaseous
CO2RR products dissolved in the electrolyte. This action also
has the effect of sweeping products away from the catalyst
surface to prevent supersaturation and bubble formation from
influencing the local catalyst environment. The liquid prod-
ucts (ionic species or molecules with large Henry’s constant)
mostly remain in the electrolyte, which at sub-1% concentra-
tions do not strongly alter the electrolyte composition as the
electrolyte is recirculated to the WE chamber to support the
continued CO2 electroreduction.

The assembly is mechanically secured in space to a spring
loaded holder for repeatable sealing to a planar substrate with
a fixed force of approximately 10 N. The cell is coupled to
analytical tools via the RSHS. This allows a planar substrate
containing a combinatorial catalyst library to raster beneath the
REC via computer controlled XYZ motion stages (Dover, FM
series) and allow ingress to the electrolyte chamber via rub-
ber septum for the robotically controlled syringe of the RSHS
to enable gas and liquid sampling. By allowing the RSHS to
alternate between different syringe types (gas vs liquid) and
volumes, the sampling of the headspace and electrolyte can be
tailored to the analytical tools and their specific operation to
provide the desired analytical data for the research project at
hand.

The electrolyte recirculation chamber is sealed with a rub-
ber septum to allow for product sampling by serial robotic
syringe insertions. While the sealed cell offers substantial
benefits, it also introduces variability in electrochemical con-
ditions over time, requiring design of operational parameters
to mitigate those variations. The depletion of CO2 from the
sealed headspace corresponds to a decrease in the partial pres-
sure of CO2, which shifts the equilibrium with the bicarbonate
electrolyte and thus the equilibrium pH of the electrolyte.
By limiting the CO2 consumption to 5% of the initial CO2

in the headspace, the partial pressure change from 1 atm to
0.95 atm corresponds to an equilibrium pH shift from 6.8
to 6.84 that corresponds to a Nernstian shift of 2.4 mV vs
SHE, which is negligible for catalyst screening purposes. This
limit on CO2 consumption corresponds to a limit on electroly-
sis charge, which we calculated using a conservative estimate
that assumes the maximum CO2 consumption per electrolysis
charge, i.e., 0.5 CO2 molecules per electron for 100% FE to CO
and/or formate. The resulting maximum allowed total elec-
trolysis charge is proportional to the headspace volume, and
by designing the REC cell to have 3 mL headspace volume,
1.18 C of CO2RR charge can pass while maintaining a suffi-
ciently constant CO2 partial pressure. This maximum charge
sets the maximum electrolysis duration for a given current
density; e.g., at 3 mA/cm2 with a 0.32 cm2 electrode, the
maximum electrolysis time per the quasi-static conditions is
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TABLE I. The Faradaic Efficiency (FE) detection limits for analytical instruments coupled to the REC cell showing limits for a sealed headspace recirculation
scheme as used in HT-ANEC operation and with conventional CO2 gas bubbling and electrolyte flow-through schemes. The detection limit was estimated by
dividing the minimum GC or HPLC-detectability quantity of product (using the noted injection volumes) by the electrolysis charge (i.e., 5 min at 3 mA/cm2),
providing the minimum FE from this electrolysis that would be detectable. The HT-ANEC system provides excellent detection limits for all typical CO2RR
products, ∼30× improvement over traditional reactor operation. For products detectable by both GC and HPLC, the better detectability limit is shown. For
example, EtOH has an HPLC detection limit of 0.5 mM, corresponding to a FE detection limit of 68%, which offers no advantage over the limit provided by the
GC.

FE detection limits for 5 min electrolysis at 3 mA/cm2

CO2RR GC with sealed headspace GC with 20 SCCM CO2 HPLC with 9.5 mL min�1 HPLC with 9.5 mL min�1 electrolyte
products in REC cell (%) flow-through headspace (%) recirculation in the REC cell (%) flow-through without recirculation (%)

Hydrogen 0.84 28
Carbon monoxide 2.51 85
Formate 6.8 320
Methanol 0.88 30
Glyoxal 20.3 970
Methane 0.34 11
Acetate 67.6 3200
Glycolaldehyde 27.1 1300
Acetaldehyde 0.10 3
Ethanol 0.42 14
Ethylene 0.52 17
Acetone 0.29 10
Allyl alcohol 2.13 72
Propionaldehyde 1.34 45
1-Propanol 1.80 60

20.5 min. For high throughput operation, we typically perform
electrolysis for a fraction of this time. For 5 min electrolysis
at 3 mA/cm2 or 15 min electrolysis at 1 mA/cm2, Table I
provides the detectability limit for the FE of primary CO2RR
products. The sub-1% FE limits for all typical major prod-
ucts, other than CO at 2.5% and formate at 6.8%, ensure that
a catalyst with any appreciable level of CO2RR activity will
be successfully identified by this screening technique. The FE
detection limit was estimated by dividing the detection limit
of GC/HPLC (whichever was better) by the concentration of
the formed product at a constant cathodic catalytic charge
passed. The electrolysis charge can be increased/decreased to
proportionally improve/worsen these FE detectability limits.
The importance of the electrolyte recirculation and sealed
headspace is also highlighted in Table I through compari-
son with the FE limits using traditional solution handling
(CO2 bubbling and single-pass electrolyte flow) and our
GC and HPLC separations. Specifically, the detection limit
is increased (worsened) in the flow-through configuration
due to dilution. The dilution factor for products detected in
the gas (liquid) phase is the ratio of the total volume of
gas (liquid) flowed through and the volume of headspace
(liquid) in the recirculation operation. For example, with
CO2 bubbling at 20 SCCM and single-pass electrolyte flow
at 9.5 SCCM, the dilution factor would be 33 and 47.5
for gas and liquid phase and the correspondingly worsened
detection limit is shown in columns 2 and 4 in Table I,
respectively.

The catalyst screening throughput is determined by the
number of electrolysis experiments per catalyst and the
scheduling of the analytical measurements. The sampled elec-
trolyte can be stored for later analysis, a scheduling flexibility

that we typically utilize due to the long duration of the HPLC
separation. The 10.5 min gas injection for the GC places the
limit on sample throughput as the headspace is best analyzed
immediately after sampling. Since electrolysis occurs while
the GC is running, the 5 min electrolysis described in Table I
leaves an ample 5.5 min of electrode and cell preparation
between catalysts so that both electrochemistry and analyti-
cal chemistry operate with a 10.5 min period. The resulting
46 catalysts per 8 h operation is a very high catalyst char-
acterization throughput for CO2RR. HPLC detection can be
performed on every catalyst at this daily throughput assum-
ing round-the-clock operation, and we note that for catalyst
discovery purposes analysis of the GC results can be used to
eliminate the need for most HPLC measurements. While a vari-
ety of experiment design strategies can be employed for further
increasing the sample throughput, the baseline 46 catalysts
per day is used to compare the HT-ANEC system to previ-
ous CO2RR catalyst characterization methods in Fig. 3, where
increasing analytical chemistry information corresponds to a
high number of detected products and/or better detectability
limits. The HT-ANEC occupies a unique space in this portfo-
lio of techniques, providing the requisite characterization of
product distribution to map trends in the FE of any CO2RR
product at an unprecedented throughput.

While the reactor and its operation were designed to pro-
vide the excellent detectability limits of Table I with approxi-
mately 10 min experiment period, we note the broader utility
of both recycling unreacted CO2 to increase reactant utiliza-
tion and rapidly concentrating product streams. Separation of
CO2RR products is a grand challenge in solar fuels and elec-
trolysis design, and the recirculating flow cell with electrolyte
nebulization is a design concept that may prove useful for
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FIG. 3. Comparison between various catalyst screening techniques where
the analytical chemistry information is a loosely defined combination of
the variety of CO2RR products that are detectable and their respective FE
detectability limits. The experiment throughput in terms of catalysts that can
be characterized in a given workday is estimated from the duration of indi-
vidual experiments for each technique and the estimated time for experiment
preparation that must occur for each catalyst. The HT-ANEC systems offer a
unique balance between the sample throughput and the quality of the analytical
characterization of product distribution.

simultaneously optimizing mass transport for electrocatalysis
and product concentration to facilitate separations.

C. Characterizing variability in product detection

To demonstrate the consistency of the cell operation, 6
repetitions of electrolysis (a) were performed on 6 separate
samples of the as-deposited Au film. These experiments were
performed on identical catalysts with a known product dis-
tribution so that any observed variations can be attributed to
random sampling and separation errors. The results are shown
in Fig. 4 and demonstrate excellent reproducibility with FE
standard deviations of 3.8% and 2.2% for CO and H2, respec-
tively. Trace CH4 was also observed and scaled by a factor
of 100 for visual clarity. While the CH4 values show an out-
lier followed by 5 relatively consistent values, we take the

FIG. 4. Reproducibility tests of six consecutive CO2RR using duplicate Au
electrodes to assess the variability in product sampling and quantification of
the HT-ANEC system.

standard deviation of all 6 values as the conservative esti-
mate of the system’s uncertainty. Under the assumption that
the standard deviation of repeated experiments characterizes
the relative error of the sampling mechanism and separa-
tion method, the absolute uncertainty in each subsequent
measurement was calculated accordingly. We note that this
measurement uncertainty is characteristic of the HT-ANEC
system and thus does not account for any variation in cat-
alyst preparation. In addition, equipment failure such as a
septum leak can introduce additional variability in electrolysis
measurements.

D. Product distribution screening

After validating its reproducibility, the capabilities of
the HT-ANEC system were demonstrated by characteriz-
ing the CO2RR product distribution of a Pd-Au composi-
tion spread. After electrolysis, energy-dispersive X-ray spec-
troscopy (EDX) measurements were performed on nine spots
along the same composition axis on which the electrolyses
were carried out. These nine spots are designated sample
numbers 1–9 (see Table II), and the EDX-determined composi-
tions are used to characterize composition-dependent catalyst
performance.

Each sample was sequentially exposed to electrolysis con-
ditions (a)–(d), resulting in the composition-dependent prod-
uct distributions of Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8, respectively. H2 and
CO were the dominant products; however, trace amounts of
CH4 were also detected for all 4 electrolysis conditions on
all samples. Given the lack of CH4 in previous studies on
the Au-Pd system using similar electrochemical conditions
without recirculation,35,37 we believe CH4 results from the
reduction of dissolved CO as a consequence of its recirculation,
and therefore increased concentration, through the electrolysis
chamber.

The FE for CO production is observed to increase in the
30-35 at. % Pd range, followed by a decrease upon further addi-
tion of Pd. Figure 9 shows the compositional variation in both
uncompensated and resistance-compensated potentials (V vs.
RHE) for electrolysis conditions (a)–(c), revealing that the

TABLE II. List of 11 thin film catalysts in the Au-Pd system where the
composition of the Au-Pd alloy catalysts was measured by EDX after
electrolysis.

After electrolysis

Sample Pd (at. %) Au (at. %)

0 0.0 100.0
1 14.9 85.1
2 22.8 77.2
3 34.4 65.7
4 43.1 57.0
5 50.6 49.4
6 61.3 38.7
7 69.9 30.1
8 78.6 21.4
9 79.8 20.2
10 100.0 0.0
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FIG. 5. Electrolysis (a). Faradaic efficiencies of CO2 reduction products
of Au1−y Pdy alloys during 15 min chronopotentiometric measurements at
−3 mA/cm2.

FIG. 6. Electrolysis (b). Faradaic efficiencies of CO2 reduction products
of Au1−y Pdy alloys during 15 min chronopotentiometric measurements at
−1 mA/cm2.

FIG. 7. Electrolysis (c). Faradaic efficiencies of CO2 reduction products of
Au1−y Pdy alloys during 4.5 min chronopotentiometric measurements at
−10 mA/cm2.

35 at. % Pd not only exhibits the highest FE for CO2RR but also
operates at lower overpotentials for each current density com-
pared to pure Au and Pd. This specific composition range and

FIG. 8. Electrolysis (d), repeat of electrolysis (a). Faradaic efficiencies of
CO2 reduction products of Au1−y Pdy alloys during 15 min chronopotentio-
metric measurements at −3 mA/cm2.

FIG. 9. Average voltage vs RHE, plotted against Pd composition in Au1−y
Pdy alloys for each current density.

associated catalytic activity has not been reported previously,
and its identification as the most efficient CO2RR catalyst in
this system highlights the utility of performing combinatorial
experiments.8–10 While formic acid is prominent in Pd-based
reactions operating at low overpotentials, its reported FE in
the potential range of the present work is on the order of 1%
placing it outside of our detectable range.36

A potential cause for concern with Figs. 5–8 is the sub-
100% total Faradaic efficiency. Known processes that could
result in this phenomenon include product loss due to mem-
brane crossover and parasitic reactions due to solution con-
taminants such as O2. To assess the possibility of product
crossover, the CE chamber was replaced with an auxillary
sampling chamber similar in geometry to the primary elec-
trolyte recirculation chamber. Any products that permeate
through the membrane from the WE chamber are thus concen-
trated in the auxillary sampling chamber and can be identified
by the analytical instruments. Calibration gas containing H2

and CO (balanced with CO2) was introduced into the main
recirculation chamber, and the REC was operated accord-
ing to the prescribed electrolysis procedure but without any
electrochemistry. Both primary and secondary chambers were
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sampled after 15 min recirculation; however, no products were
observed to permeate the membrane. To assess the effect of
electrolyte purity, the electrolyte was cleaned by Chelex 100
resin (Sigma-Aldrich) and a fresh Au sample was exposed to
electrolysis condition (a). Comparison of the subsequent prod-
uct distribution between purified and non-purified electrolytes
was conducted, and the observed 5% relative increase of the
total Faradaic efficiency is within the measurement uncertainty
and still well below 100%. It is worth noting that similar levels
of total Faradaic efficiency are routinely observed using tradi-
tional methods.13,35,38 For the stated design criteria, the most
critical metric is consistency in the constituent FE measure-
ments so that compositional trends in product selectivity and
activity can be identified. Given the demonstrated consistency
of our measured values, the HT-ANEC system is suitable for
catalyst screening and spatial mapping for product selectivity
and activity over combinatorial libraries.

Comparison of results from electrolyses (a) and (d) (both
−3 mA/cm2) provide characterization of the evolution of the
Pd-Au composition library during the course of the electrol-
ysis experiments. Figure 10 shows the comparison, revealing
no substantial change in product distribution for any of the
Au-rich compositions. Pd-rich compositions have an increased
FE for H2 and lower FE for CO in electrolysis (d) compared
to electrolysis (a), indicating a degradation in the CO2RR
performance. Hahn et al.35 reported Pd segregation after elec-
trochemical tests on Au-Pd alloys, which would make Pd-rich
alloys behave more like pure Pd as the electrolysis proceeds,
which is precisely the observation from Fig. 10. These results
demonstrate the utility of the HT-ANEC system in rapidly
characterizing the variation in a catalysts’s product distribu-
tion over time, which could also be deployed to characterize
catalyst stability.

Given the limited breadth of products in the Pd-Au exper-
iments, we provide a final demonstration of the HT-ANEC
system for CO2RR using Cu foil (Aldrich, 99.999% met-
als basis, thickness 1.0 mm) operated at −1.01 V vs RHE
with 3 C cathodic charge passed during electrolysis. Both
gaseous and liquid products were detected. A comparison was
made with a CO2RR conducted under a similar voltage but

FIG. 10. Comparison between electrolyses (a) and (d): 15 min CP at 3
mA/cm2.

different electrochemical cell design by Kuhl et al.3 We
detected the following 7 CO2RR products and associated
FE: CO (32.14%), methane (0.09%), acetaldehyde (0.42%),
ethanol (0.28%), propionaldehyde (0.34%), acetone (0.04%),
and formate (4.83%), which are qualitatively in agreement
with Kuhl et al.3 The primary quantitative differences are
higher CO and lower ethanol FE in our experiments, and asso-
ciated with the low ethanol FE is the absence of ethylene in our
experiment. These results show the ability of the HT-ANEC
system to rapidly identify a broad range of gaseous and liq-
uid products even with sub-1% FE and indicate a sensitivity
(with respect to cell and flow parameters) of reaction prod-
ucts from Cu, which is commensurate with the range of FE
values reported in the literature. We note that a composition
library with variation in production of high-order hydrocar-
bons and alcohols would provide an even more compelling
demonstration of HT-ANEC, but the lack of known catalyst
systems of this type is precisely the motivation for developing
the instrument.

IV. SUMMARY

A recirculating electrochemical reactor cell (REC) is pre-
sented and optimized for catalyst screening in conditions
relevant to CO2RR where rapid electrolyte flow facilitates
mass transport at the catalyst surface, and electrolyte recir-
culation with nebulization in a sealed headspace enables rapid
concentration of products to facilitate their detection and/or
separation. By integrating the REC reactor with an automatic
sampling mechanism and analytical instruments, the high
throughput analytical electrochemistry (HT-ANEC) system
enables an unprecedented combination of product detection
and experiment throughput for CO2RR catalyst screening with
a FE detectability limit of ∼1% for most CO2RR products
and an experimental duration of approximately 10 min. The
capabilities of the HT-ANEC system were demonstrated with
CO2RR screening of Au-Pd alloys, resulting in identification
of the Au0.7Pd0.3 composition as both the most active and
selective for CO2 reduction to CO. The HT-ANEC features
similar time scales for electrochemical methods and analytical
techniques to mitigate bottlenecks and maximize information
throughput, and its successful deployment and full automation
will further facilitate the exploration of catalysts for CO2R and
other reactions where mapping product selectivity is central to
catalyst discovery.
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